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Crestliner Introduces New and Enhanced
Models for 2019
OTSEGO, Minn., March 04, 2019 (GLOBE NEWSWIRE) -- Crestliner Boats welcomes new
and redesigned models to its 2019 line-up, each highlighted by incredible performance and
exceptional design.  The next generation of the Crestliner Fish Hawk series expands the
Deep-V line-up; a brand-new 1650 Fish Hawk joins the legendary family; the 1800 Bay
enhances the Mod-V series; and the versatile Chase Pontoon series bolsters Crestliner’s
recreational options. In addition to the new models, Crestliner has added innovative
upgrades across the line-up.

“Our 2019 models set yet another benchmark in boating,” said Jake Mirabal, Crestliner
product manager. “From industry-leading power to innovative, functional designs, our new
boats are crafted to deliver incredible performance and unmatched reliability.”

New for 2019, Crestliner redesigned its most popular family of boats: the Fish Hawk. This
Deep-V family consists of five models: the 1950, 1850, 1750, 1650 SE (Standard Edition),
and the new 1650. Each hull comes with aggressive Mercury Marine power— from best-in-
class 115 horsepower on the new 1650, to 225 horsepower on the 1950. With three
additional feet in length on the 1750 & 1850, these models now boast maximum horsepower
of 150 and 200, respectively.  Onboard, the boats are stocked with ample rod storage, new
optional jump seats and a redesigned feature-rich console with space for multiple
electronics, including a 12-inch graph and Mercury’s Vessel View option.

In the Mod-V line, the new 1800 Bay offers the best of Crestliner’s bay boat features, while
maximizing space and storage. The 1800 Bay—the largest 18-foot bay boat on the market—
touts an industry-leading Mercury engine and maximum horsepower rating of 150HP. The
new fiberglass center console delivers a feature-rich command center stocked with an
instrument panel, ample rod storage, forward-facing cooler seat with SeaDek cushion and
aerated 21-gallon stern livewell. With easy access to the bow and storage, the 1800 Bay
offers fishermen an efficient, agile package.

Crestliner’s new Chase Pontoon series offers versatility and functionality.  Available in three
lengths - 18’, 20’ and 22’ - with multiple layouts, these pontoons are built with reinforced
tube construction to deliver unmatched durability. Each model also offers premium
passenger comfort, including lounge furniture and a fully loaded helm station. These boats
are ideal for elevating recreational time spent with friends and family.

Beyond the new models, Crestliner has added exciting enhancements across the line-up.
New paint, limited edition colors and hullside graphics give the Deep-V and Mod-V series a
fresh, sleek look. Removable SureMount gunnel system accessories maximize onboard
comfort. Select ShoreLand’r trailers offer new extended load guides and ShoreArm’r coating.
Easy-to-use shallow water anchors provide ultimate control for the Bass Hawk, PT, VT and
VTC series. The wireless MOB+™ (Man OverBoard) system delivers life-saving technology
that can be added to most models.



“We raised the bar yet again with our 2019 product upgrades,” Mirabal said. “The new
features allow boaters to craft the right boat for how they fish and seek adventure. We’re
very excited for boaters everywhere to experience this unparalleled flexibility.”

Experience the latest models and upgrades for yourself. Check the Crestliner Boat Show
calendar for a show near you. https://www.crestliner.com/boat-show-schedule/ 

Additional information about all models can be found on Crestliner’s website under the
“Boats & Pontoons” drop-down module.

###

About Crestliner

Located in Otsego, Minn., Crestliner boats and pontoons are crafted with an
uncompromising mix of functional design, all-welded aluminum construction and a relentless
commitment to excellence.  Since 1946 Crestliner has been making boats forged with
strength and defined by durability. As a world-wide leader, Crestliner continues to redefine
the industry with boats built to last.  A testament to our quality and craftsmanship, Crestliner
has received the CSI Award of Excellence in Customer Satisfaction for Aluminum Outboard
Boats for 12 consecutive years. Learn more about Crestliner and its line of boats by visiting
crestliner.com.  Crestliner is a division of Brunswick Corporation, a leader in the recreational
marine industry, brunswick.com

About Brunswick

Headquartered in Mettawa, Ill., Brunswick Corporation’s  leading consumer brands include
Mercury Marine outboard engines; Mercury MerCruiser sterndrive and inboard packages;
Mercury global parts and accessories including propellers, and SmartCraft electronics;
Power Products Integrated Solutions; MotorGuide trolling motors; Attwood, Garelick and
Whale marine parts; Land ’N’ Sea, BLA, Payne’s Marine, Kellogg Marine  & Lankhorst
Taselaar marine parts distribution; and Mercury and Quicksilver parts and oils; Bayliner,
Boston Whaler, Crestliner, Cypress Cay, Harris, Lowe, Lund, Princecraft, Quicksilver,
Rayglass, Sea Ray, Thunder Jet and Uttern boats; Boating Services Network, NAUTIC-ON,
OnBoard Boating Club and Rentals; Life Fitness, Hammer Strength, Cybex, Indoor Cycling
Group  and SCIFIT fitness equipment; and Brunswick billiards tables, accessories and game
room furniture. For more information, visit http://www.brunswick.com.
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